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Bonds
Convertible bonds
Asset back securities
 
Structured derivatives
Mortgage backed securities
Collateralized
Debt Obligations
Embedded options ?
?
What are the common traits of the multitude of financial products?
Money = Unfulfilled Promise
Obligation Option
Roman Law: Table III Debt
Mauss The Gift (1925, 1954)
Arrow (1964) & Debreu (1959)
Sharpe (1995)
Black & Scholes (1973)
Bonds & fixed -income securities
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What keeps societies together What pulls societies apart
Speculative bubbles: Tulipmania (1634)
Equity derivativesGlobal Eurobond markets
Zero risk, some return High risk, high return
Graham & Dodd 1934
“Show me the money” “Enron, Worldcom”
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Transforming Financial Instruments into Building Blocks
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Return
Bond-like
Equity-like
Asset Classes
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Common Stock
Options
Convertible Bonds
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Fundamentals = 
Expected future cash flows
(1 + appropriate discount rate)
Expected
Spending
Expected
Prices
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Equities
Foreign exchange
(US Dollar)
Capital Markets
Debt Equity
Bank
loans Bonds
Commercial
paper Leases Common
Preferred US
Preference UK Warrants
Adapted from Grinblatt & Titman (2002) p. 5
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Capital Markets
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Credit Crisis Risk and Legal Risk Management
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